How Machine Learning Potentials are transforming the Practice of Digital Marketing: State of the Art
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ABSTRACT
Today, the digital marketing is constantly evolving, new tools are regularly introduced with the new consumer habits and the multiplication of data, often forcing marketers to delve into too much data that may not even give them the overview they need to make business decisions that have an impact. After the revolution of machine learning technology in other real world application, machine learning is changing the digital marketing landscape, 84% of marketing organizations are implementing or expanding their use of machine learning in 2018[1]. It becomes easier to predict and analyze consumer behavior with great accuracy.
In our work we will start by establish an art of state on the main and most used machine learning potentials in digital marketing strategies and we show how machine learning tools can be used at large scale for marketing purposes by analyzing extremely large sets of data. The way that ML is integrated in digital marketing practices helps them better understand the target consumers and optimize their interactions with them.
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1. Introduction
It is in recent years, the marketing field has been impacted by advanced technologies; it is changing rapidly with advancements being made in machine learning coupled with increases in the availability and quantity of data, more companies are looking in to adapt the concept of machine learning in their marketing strategies to make their operations more effective and smarter. According to QuanticMind, 97% of executives estimate that the future of marketing rely on how digital marketers use machine learning potentials [2].
Increasingly, the marketing world is using these resources to understand data, and learn more about customers, and streamline operations marketing. Marketers leverage the ability of machine learning to connect data points to gain insight into their customers and process critical data to predict the future.
Our research is a descriptive study, it aims to present the various dimensions attached to the concept of machine learning in marketing to improve the marketing strategies, and we explain how machine learning tools are incorporating in the digital marketing strategies.
Through this paper, we propose a state of the art of the transformative ways in which machine learning technology is changing the world of digital marketing, we begin with basic concepts on machine learning then we present its role in business world. The last part is reserved to explore how the power of machine learning are utilizing to revolution a digital marketing and discusses the necessity of using this strategy for the marketing of product and services.

2.1. Machine learning: Definition

Machine learning is a branch of study that allows computers the ability to learn and improve themselves by learning from data experience without basing on explicit programming, relied on the idea that computer systems can identify models and make decisions with minimal human intervention [3]. They can self-rulingly change. They gain from past counts to make strong, repeatable decisions and results. It's a science that isn't new but instead one that has expanded new power. While many machine learning computations have been around for a long time, the ability to normally apply complex numerical [15].

Within the field of predictive analytics, machine learning is a method of data analysis that improves and automates analytical model building. It’s used to develop complex predictive algorithms and to generate more precise mathematical models that analyze larger amounts of increasingly current and historical data to make predictions about future events. The adoption of data intensive machine learning methods can be found throughout technology, science and ecommerce, which leads to evidence-based decision making in many domains, including marketing and other sectors [4].

2.2. Machine learning: The Process

Machine Learning consists of series of steps to be followed.

2.2.1. Data collection

The first step and most importantly is to gather relevant data according to the problem statement.

2.2.2. Data Pre-processing

In this process, the raw data is collected and you analyze the data to find a way to transform it into useful data.

2.2.3. Model Training

This training model requires providing a Machine learning algorithm with training data to be studied.

2.2.4. Model Testing

It is important to be able to evaluate the performance of the model and compare different algorithms to estimate the properties of model.

Because of the process of training and testing, data is often divided into two different subsets, training datasets and testing datasets. The main reason for this is to ensure that the model can generalize enough to make good predictions on new examples [5].
2.2.5. Improving the performance

The performance of the model can be improved both on the training and testing data sets by trying several machine learning algorithms and using the one that does the best.

3. Role of Machine learning in Business

Machine Learning is a topic of considerable interest in digital world and industry discussions and the advertising world these days. Many companies use machine learning algorithms to highlight hidden knowledge in consumer data and to improve business, provide for better customer experience, and contribute to an operational efficiency like a speed, cost savings, and greater precision.

A variety of technological developments in the marketing sector have contributed to generate the infrastructure and data sets and the business organization gains a suitable solution to develop business processes, improve company performance, increase profits, investigate competitors’ motive and activities and obtain additional satisfied customers[16].

The proliferation of electronic trading platforms has been accompanied by an augmentation in the disponibility of high quality market data in structured formats. In some countries, such as the United States, market regulators allow to use social media for public announcements [6].

In addition to making digitized data available for machine learning, the computerization of markets has made it feasible for machine learning algorithms to interact directly with markets, putting in real-time complex purchase and sell orders relied on sophisticated decision-making, in many cases with a little human intervention. Fig.2.
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Figure 2. Demand and supply factors of marketing adoption of machine learning.

4. The relationship between Machine learning and Digital Marketing

Most companies are taking advantage of Machine Learning techniques because of having the capacity to analyze a large number of data sets and give understandable analysis that help marketers to specialize in other field to optimize the marketing strategies.

Machine Learning will define how digital marketing will be conducted now and in the future. The following are the ways that has transformed Machine Learning potentials in changing the world of digital marketing.

4.1. Predicting the behavior of customers:

Using Propensity models and predictive analytics, marketers can identify potential customers who are more likely to respond to their offers by correlating customer characteristics with their anticipated behaviors.

4.4.1. Predictive analytics
Predictive analysis is the analysis of available historical and current data and the use of machine learning techniques to create forecasts of future behaviors, preferences and needs. It aims to predict future trends, particularly in the marketing sector [7].

Predictive analysis allows marketers to extract information from data, that users leave when they interact online, and uses it to predict purchasing trends and user behavior models in order to develop automated systems and customer profiles to target certain markets.

This tool analyzes data in large volumes and helps reveal the most impactful insights. This works through the following steps [8]:

1. Identify the objectives that analyze data extracted from several sources, and that require cleaning and preparation to determine the pattern or model that suits our needs.
2. Creation of models and their validation. The models are validated based on the goals set.
3. Application of the model results to take advantages of it and guide to making the correct business decisions and continually refining the model for better results.

For businesses today, the key to optimize marketing campaigns is being able to anticipate customer behavior. Predictive models generated by machine learning can be trained to the prospect list and make it possible to predict the ideal customer profiles based on relevant data from the web and certain criteria defined by the sales team as "qualified buyers." In this way, they can predict lot of aspects, such as which clients are more vulnerable to making more than one purchase. This, in addition to contributing to raise the sales, means saving considerable time and resources. This is the essence of the machine learning workflow, which stores the relationships and applies them to make the prediction [9].

The model is trained with new data as it becomes available, which improves the reliability of future predictions, Fig.3.

Figure 3. The components and processes of a machine learning model to predict a potential customer.

### 4.4.2. Propensity Modeling

A propensity model is statistical method to make accurate predictions about customer behavior; the creation of the model based on the data history powered the machine learning algorithm. Common models include predictive lifetime value; likelihood of engagement; propensity of unsubscribe; propensity of conversion; propensity of purchasing; and propensity of churn [10]. The simple diagram below shows the steps of this process: Fig.4
4.2. Predictive Marketing

Social media plays an important role in collecting more personal information about the potential clients, which makes it easier for marketers to have focused campaigns. With each click every time a user browses the internet, new data is generated and compiled for predictive analysis [12]. This data is valuable for marketers to optimize information and provide the most appropriate information.

4.3. Chatbots

Most businesses already know and use live chatbots. In short, Chatbots are driven programs that interact with users in natural language environments. This makes this website unique, valuable, or interesting and different from the others.

Most digital marketers see chatbots as a tool to provide customized customer service by gathering data and personal information. However, chatbots also can guide users through the customer's journey to sales [13].

From a digital marketing perspective, chatbots provide the possibility to engage with an audience that is targeted at a personal level.

4.4. Content Marketing

Nowadays, companies are embarking on content personalization and consumers are increasingly interested in interacting with them on an individual basis [14]. Thanks to machine learning tools, companies can now personalize customer experiences even if their customer profiles are very specific. They use also the power of Social Networks; it plays a communication media in real time for the user's interaction. They are used to share all the experiences and their personal valid opinions on various topics like news, politics, celebrities, sports, events and products. It exhibits high potential in digital marketing for integral growth [17]. Machine learning helps companies create a personalized content based on the consumer's profile, their expectations, behavior, buying habits and interests, companies can implement specific tools on their site such as algorithms that analyze data and chatbots. It is also possible to direct the Internet user to specific content thanks to personalized recommendation systems.
5. Conclusion

Technological advancements have always helped businesses by creating new opportunities for reaching customers. One of greatest technologies of our time is machine learning. It creates new opportunities for storytelling and marketing which is change how people interact with information, technology, brands and services. In this article we presented the state of the art of how machine learning techniques can improve the digital marketing practices, our next article we will in more detail about how applied propensity modeling to open new customer opportunities by gathering the data from social media.
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